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Abstract. In recent years a common trend characterised by the adoption of text mining methods for the study of digital sources emerged
in digital humanities, often in opposition to traditional hermeneutic approaches. In our paper, we intend to show how text mining methods
will always need a strong support from the humanist. On the one hand
we remark how humanities research involving computational techniques
should be thought of as a three steps process: from close reading (identification of a specific case study, initial feature selection) to distant reading
(text mining analysis) to close reading again (evaluation of the results,
interpretation, use of the results). Moreover, we highlight how failing to
understand the importance of all the three steps is a major cause for
the mistrust in text mining techniques developed around the humanities. On the other hand we observe that text mining techniques could
be a very promising tool for the humanities and that researchers should
not renounce to such approaches, but should instead experiment with advanced methods such as the ones belonging to the family of deep learning.
In this sense we remark that, especially in the field of digital humanities, exploiting complementarity between computational methods and
humans will be the most advantageous research direction.
Keywords: digital humanities, text mining, deep learning, distant reading, machine learning
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Introduction

Digital humanities, originally known as humanities computing [1], is a diverse
field of study that combines a humongous number of different interactions between humanities disciplines and the use of the computer. From the edition
of manuscripts in digital form to the use of geographical information system
in historical research, from man-computer interactions in media studies to the
development of digital libraries, this field of study has gradually attracted the
attention of the entire humanities community [2].
Among these different applications of computational tools, researchers have in
recent years consistently noticed the growth of a specific tendency in this field,
characterised by the adoption of quantitative text mining methods for the study
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of digital sources [3].
Franco Moretti identified this practice with the concept of “distant reading” [4],
namely the use of computational methods for the analysis of large collections of
documents, usually adopted in opposition to traditional hermeneutic approaches.
The notoriety gained by Moretti’s works even outside academia [5] and the consistent growth in the adoption of these methods [6] have brought to the rise of
two opposite factions in the humanities community [7,8]. Central to this division
is the idea that computational methods seem to move in the direction of making
the work of the humanist irrelevant for the production of insights, which could
be obtained just by employing statistics and machine learning [9,10].
Starting with these assumptions, the purpose of our paper is twofold: first,
we intend to stress how text mining methods will always need a strong support
from the humanist, and second, we argue about the usefulness and necessity of
advanced text mining approaches in the digital humanities.
In our study, we would like to think of humanities research involving computational techniques as a three steps process. The first step is a “close reading”,
which includes selecting a specific case study, crafting the initial features, and
labelling of the training corpus. The second step is a “distant reading” since it
involves performing a computational analysis. The third step is another “close
reading”, which consists of evaluation and interpretation of the results and the
use of these results in a humanities research.
At the same time, we think that researchers should not renounce text mining
approaches, but should instead experiment with advanced methods such as the
ones belonging to the family of deep learning [11]. Deep learning techniques
essentially perform representation learning, and therefore allow the automatic
analysis of text as a multilayered set of encoded features.
This paper is organised as follows: firstly, the debate on the use of text mining methods in humanities research is introduced. Subsequently, our analysis
schema is described. Then, we present a few existing advanced computational
approaches and show how they could be beneficially employed in the digital
humanities. Finally, we discuss the impact of the use of more advanced algorithmic approaches on the interaction between humanities research and the use of
computers.

2

Text Mining Methods in Humanities Research

The interactions between humanities studies and the use of the computer have
a long history [1]. Father Roberto Busa’s Index Thomisticus [12], a complete
lemmatisation of the works of Saint Thomas Aquinas developed in collaboration with IBM, is generally considered the starting point of the field originally
called humanities computing [13]. In the following decades, different humanities
disciplines have approached computational methods for different purposes: from
conducting stylistic analyses [14] to the realisation of geographical representation
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of events [15], from the digitisation [16] and encoding [17] of analogue sources to
the dissemination of them through digital libraries [18].
In the same years, computational linguistics was also establishing its position
in the academic environment [19]. Additionally, during the Eighties, this “close”
field of study has dealt with a fundamental turning point in its methodology [20]
with far reaching consequences for humanities computing as well. Previously,
the most popular approaches in the field were characterised by the idea that
language-knowledge was not predominantly derived by senses but already in the
human mind [21]. This assumption made researchers orient their approaches towards the hand-crafting of knowledge and reasoning mechanisms in “intelligent
systems”. Due to several reasons, as the continuos advancement of computers, in
the Eighties the mindset of researchers shifted more towards empiricism, which
gave birth to the statistical approach that is still predominant in computational
linguistics [22]. Following this methodology, knowledge regarding linguistic phenomena is extracted through the automatic analysis of large amounts of texts
(corpora) and through the construction of predictive models.

In more recent years, the application of computational linguistics statistical
methods has become a contradistinctive trait of a specific sub-group of digital
humanities researches, for example stylometric tasks such as authorship attributions [23]. It’s not until the last decade, however, that the application and
discussion on the use of computational methods for the analysis of text contents has attracted the attention of the majority of the research community
involved [24].
Franco Moretti has been identified as the scholar that brought this debate to
the main public [25]. On the one hand, his publications on the use of computational techniques in order to extract quantifiable information from large amount
of texts [26], [4] attracted the attention of traditional humanities scholars [27]
and of mainstream newspapers [5]. On the other hand, his “scientification” of
literary studies practices [28], from the definition of “distant reading“ to the
creation of the “Stanford Literary Lab”, suggested a completely different way of
conceiving research in the humanities.
In his works, Moretti addresses in particular traditional close-reading approaches
used in literary criticism, which are characterised by a careful interpretation of
brief passages. In his vision, literature could and should be understood “not by
studying particular texts, but by aggregating and analysing massive amounts of
data” [5]. Several digital humanities scholars agree with Moretti’s position [29,30].
They point out how computational methods could represent a solid alternative
to traditional hermeneutic approaches, both in literary studies and in historical
research, in order to deal with huge amount of sources in digital form.
Distant reading approaches have attracted great enthusiasm in digital humanities so far, but they have also received a series of specific critiques. First of all,
it has been pointed out that these methods try to automatise an acquisition
process of knowledge [31]. This might make the humanist scholar and his/her
background knowledge irrelevant to the production of insights and transform ev-
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ery aspect of these studies in the identification of quantitative features, aspects
and evidences [10]. Secondly, its has been remarked how, for the moment, distant reading studies have developed an immense number of new tools, methods
and techniques but produced so little in terms of new humanities knowledge [32].
As others have already pointed out [33], digital humanities seem to be often too easily seduced by the “big data” rhetoric of “making the data speak
for itself”. This is particularly evident by looking at one of the most adopted
computational techniques for the study of text in digital humanities, Latent
Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [34]. LDA is a statistical model that, given a corpus
of documents, automatically identifies a pre-defined number of topics. Studying
the distribution of these topics (effectively sets of words) in the corpus has been
adopted for several different purposes in digital humanities scholarships [35],
from exploring large corpora [36] to highlight content difference in scientific
publications [37].
However, the use of LDA in digital humanities also highlights many of the flaws
related to the use of computational methods in the discipline. Scholars seem to
be attracted to it because it “yields intuitive results, generating what really feels
like topics as we know them, with virtually no effort on the human side” [38]:
being an example of an unsupervised learning technique, it requires no labelling
of data, therefore little prior work from the humanist. However, although LDA
can help to categorise big amounts of data, it can also generate ambiguous topics
which makes it hard to draw deeper conclusion about the corpus [39], often calling for a lot of additional work for evaluating the quality of the results [40,41].
Producing valuable insights using LDA is difficult because the representations it
learns for keywords/topics are judged semantically inferior to the ones achievable
with more modern methods [42].
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Close reading practices in literary studies have a long and consolidated tradition [43]. Following this hermeneutic approach, scholars reach insights by considering a multitude of different factors, such as the choice of the vocabulary, the
syntactical constructions employed, or knowledge of the author background or
cultural and historical context. The attention of the researcher would be therefore focused on understanding the deeper meaning of representative passages,
the choice of a specific word in a context, or the role of a rhyme in a poem.
Through this process, humanities scholars discuss and define for instance how a
specific combinations of values can signal “pathos” or “Victorian writing style”;
then they reach insights by generalisation, recognising and further discussing the
patterns of those combinations of values in other texts.
Ideally, we would like computational methods to be able to work in the same
way: recognise those patterns, understand the relations among them, and then
generalise them, allowing inference to be used to generate new insights. This
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would allow them to efficiently study corpora of large dimensions. In the language of computing and artificial intelligence, this means being able to learn
a good representation of our input through “features”, which can encode the
combinations of values (“pathos”) expressed above. A perfectly trained machine
would be able to recognise an already “read” Victorian novel, or to discriminate
whether an unknown novel might be part of the Victorian movement, or even
to be able to answer questions on whether new textual elements (syntactic constructions, use of words belonging to certain semantic field) might signal that
we are reading a Victorian novel.
The main theoretical obstacle to create such a a machine is that, for the purposes
of humanities research, many additional more hermeneutic layers of “meaning”
(and thus learnable relationships) might be added to the already complex, multilayered medium we work with (text). On top of the standard syntactic and basic
semantic layers, and maybe of the sentimental connotations, analyses in this
field need to deal also, for example, with the layer capturing the cultural value
of some words, or the layer that relates to the known historical background of
the authors.
Since the quality of a machine learning approach can heavily depend on the
choice of features [44], a first consequence of the observation above is that digital
humanists are asked to encode hermeneutic layers of meaning into the features, a
task that clearly requires solid domain knowledge obtained through close reading
analyses. A second consequence is that digital humanities practitioners must be
able to choose and adapt computational methods capable of learning complex
representations: we will dedicate most of the next chapter to this issue, but what
is clear is that it can require expertise in both the domain of artificial intelligence
and humanities. In general, the first step of a research work in the domain of
digital humanities must deal with formalising the research task, with adapting a
chosen computational technique and with encoding the layers of meaning into a
representation algorithms can understand. Such a step can be generally labeled
as a close reading.
The second step is to run the computational analysis. Digital humanities
is a fairly diverse field with research works aiming at different goals. For this
reason, the output of the different computational tasks is also diverse, but in
general the researcher is returned with some kind of organisation (more or less
explicit) of (part of) the input which highlights some properties of it. For example, LDA returns explicit sets of words selected from the input, and can be used
to query the distributions of those sets in the input documents. A Support Vector Machine [45] used for a classification task (e.g. authorship attribution) [46]
returns a less explicit re-elaboration of the input (function expressing the decision boundaries) and can be used to query the label (author) corresponding to
novel inputs.
The third step consists in drawing insights useful for humanities research
from the output of the analysis [47]. While a computational method could capture additional relationships in the corpus, it is still the job of the humanist
to query the right ones and then either validate them directly as new insights,
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use them to draw new conclusions, or discard them. Therefore, in this step the
humanist should understand whether there is causation behind correlations, or
decide to go back to the first step and tune the model or the features (feature
engineering) by looking at the current results. Once again, strong domain knowledge is clearly important in this step.
Figure 1 summarises the approach described above. By trying to formalise
the practice of carrying on research in the digital humanities, it becomes clear
how some points of distance between the two predominant positions in the field
disappear. Being able to perform high-quality close readings is critical to succeed
since it is very important in two steps out three: the role of the humanist is still
essential for the production of insights.

Fig. 1. The schema-model proposed in this paper.

4

Deep Reading

In the first step of the approach described in the previous chapter the researcher
is facing the issue of crafting the features which encode the combinations of values
essential to capture the layers of meaning we are interested in our analysis. At
the same time, the computational method that we choose or craft often requires
to be capable of learning multiple levels of representation, since we know that
this is critical in order to capture interesting relations, and poor performance is
often the reason why the results can not be used to reach valuable insights.
Recently, research in the field of machine learning turned heavily in the direction
of deep learning, a family of algorithms that aims at learning automatically both
good features or representations and an output from the input [48]. We believe
that deep learning techniques could be extremely beneficial to a field such as
digital humanities for a number of reasons. First, because they can decrease the
cost of the feature engineering and annotation parts, since they can sometimes
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learn from un-labeled inputs. Additionally, they seem to learn features that
result more general, adaptable and transferable when compared to the often
over-specified, “manually” crafted ones. Finally, they fit the mental model of
crafting a method that should capture different layers of meaning, resulting
in an easier arrangement of computational analysis. In general, deep learning
techniques work increasingly well with increasingly big input corpora, and this
partners well with the current state of digital humanities, which has produced a
large amount of digitalised sources from previous research works [49].
A good starting point for understanding the introduction of deep learning
in the field of text analysis are the works related to word vector spaces, starting from the word2vec project [50]. Given each word, such methods compute a
vector of high dimensionality that expresses and quantifies the relation between
that single word and the rest of the text. All the word vectors form a (vector)
space in which vectors representing similar words are located close to each other.
word2vec models employ neural networks that try to capture linear regularities
among words while being at the same time efficient to train, so that word vectors
at high dimensionsionality (300-600) can be computed from “raw” un-labeled inputs of large size (few billions of words). Results [51] show how trained vector
spaces seem to capture both grammatical (articles or verbs clustered together)
and semantic (words for fruits clustered together) properties, being sensible to
multiple degrees of similarity. Moreover, such word vector spaces appear capable
of capturing relationships of a certain complexity; a famous example is the fact
that, on a particular data set, subtracting the vector for “man” from the vector
for “king” and then adding the vector for “woman” returned the closest vector to the one representing “queen”. word2vec works by trying to predict either
the probability of a single word appearing by knowing its neighbours, or the
probability of certain neighbouring words appearing by knowing a pre-selected
central word. Consequently, it estimates the vectors from such probabilities of
“word embeddings”. Given that language is “never, ever random”, this seems
to lead to representations that are sensible to multiple features of language and
text, let them be syntactic or semantic: as already mentioned, such word vectors
seem to capture relationships between words better than LDA, while being more
efficient than LDA to train on large data sets [50]. Therefore, they can be used
to trace relationships between concepts and characters outlined in a big corpus
and subsequently derive valuable conclusions, as Bjerva and Praet [52] do by
measuring proximity between latin historical figures and important concepts in
texts spanning 2000 years of latin literature. Additionally, by using simple vector
operations such as sum, researchers could query the space and check what is returned, for example, by taking the vector for “emperor”, removing the vector for
“compassionate” and adding the vector for “contentious”: if the closest vector
to this end-point “belongs” to an historical character, researchers may proceed
with discussing whether it is likely that this character has been perceived as a
fighting emperor.
Although word2vec generates word vectors from unlabelled data in the same
way a neural network would do, it is a rather simple model that learns represen-
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tation of words from a fairly basic feature: the way language positions words next
to each other in complex texts. This potentially accounts for all the multilayered
features we would like to learn a representation for, at the same time. We would
like computational approaches to be able to learn representations for multiple
features both by analysing them separately in depth and by analysing how they
interact with each-other. A popular model that seems to fit this is setting up a
neural network composed of multiple, non-linear, interconnected layers: in case
of representational learning, each layer will learn the representation of a particular feature, and the entire neural network will learn the complex interactions
between all the representations, which can be thought as hierarchical features.
The learned features can be used by other computational analyses for example
to classify inputs. When the input is text, the first level of the neural network
usually works with word vectors computed in some of the ways examined above
instead of simple words or sets of words, because they are a more effective representation of the meaning of each word.
Multi-layered neural networks seem to be a natural algorithmic counterpart
to the close reading humanists perform, since they incorporate the idea that
the distant reading must capture the contribution of many, complex features
(e.g.: syntactic constructions, meaning related to the particular historical period)
which influence meaning in non-trivial ways. In fact, despite in the domain of
neural networks the neurobiological terminology is often erroneously used, such
models do seem to mimic how the human brain works in some cases: for example,
when it comes to vision, the first hierarchy of neurones that receives information
in the visual cortex is sensitive only to specific edges or blobs while the following
regions of the visual pipeline are sensitive to more complex structures like faces.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, deep learning using multilayered (convolutional) neural
networks saw its biggest successes when dealing with images, in problems such
as image classification [53], but it has been successfully employed also in the
field of natural language processing. For example, Socher et al. [54] craft a deep
(recursive) neural network to perform a fine-grained sentiment classification of
movie reviews excerpts, assigning not only the labels “positive” or “negative” but
also “somewhat positive/negative” or “neutral”. What is interesting is that the
model learns for example that a negated negative sentence should be classified as
“less negative” than a negative sentence although not necessary positive (“The
movie was not terrible” mostly means the movie was less bad than a terrible
one, but not necessary terrible, as the authors remark) without having any part
of the system that has the explicit goal of recognising this complex (due to both
syntactic an semantic reasons) pattern. Another interesting work [55] aims at
generating high-quality word vectors that can learn more semantic, less syntactic
relationships. It employs a multi-layered neural network with one layer trying
to learn a representation (“global semantic vectors”) from a global, documentwide context: the same architecture could be employed to train a vector space
which could be more sensitive to hermeneutic (e.g.: stylistic) traits of texts by
simply changing the way the “global semantic vectors” are computed, making
it an interesting solution for distant reading for digital humanities. It is worth
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noticing that a multi-layered model can also leverage on existing knowledge: for
example, Trask et al. [56] introduce a model that tries to learn less ambiguous
word vectors (where “apple” is split into multiple tokens, one of them clustering
close to “pear” and “banana” and the other close to “samsung” and “google”)
by replacing an unsupervised cluster with a Part-of-Speech tagger, therefore
learning word representations that benefit from established methods capable of
recognising certain features (parts of speech, such as nouns, adjectives).
To our knowledge, digital humanities currently lack examples of works that
successfully incorporate deep learning techniques, thus performing what we could
call a “deep distant reading”. This is probably because such methods are still
subject of state of the art research in machine learning and artificial intelligence,
and in order to become part of the toolset of a (digital) humanist, they should
become part of easy-to-use toolboxes (such as MALLET1 for LDA). However,
we think that such approaches could be beneficial to digital humanities in the
future because they mimic the way we approach the analysis of a text as humans
and because they offer an alternative to the difficult hand-crafting of features,
learning instead representations which quality not only seems to scale well with
the amount of available input but that are also easier to “transfer” from task to
task.

5

A new humanist

5.1

A generation of humanists-machine learning experienced users

In this paper, while describing the different aspects of our analysis-schema and
introducing the usefulness of deep learning methods, we relied on a clear assumption: that humanities scholars must be able to conduct distant reading analyses.
However, this is in most cases not true. In particular, traditional humanities
curricula usually foster qualitative hermeneutic approaches over quantitative
statistical analyses and tend to adopt the computer only as an advanced typewriter. While it is not the aim of this paper to discuss the pros and cons of this
situation, it is important to remark that the lack of a “scientific/computational
background” can be a real issue when conducting a distant reading analysis.
First of all, the absence of a solid knowledge of data analysis has serious
consequences for the humanities scholar who intends to use text mining methodologies, since it can limit both his/her capacity to engineer/re-adjust features
and to adapt the chosen computational technique (as also remarked in [57]).
Moreover, his/her understanding of quantitative results will be always partial,
compared to the one exhibited by other researchers from other disciplines (such
as computational linguistics [37], natural language processing [58] or information
retrieval [36]) that are currently also experimenting with text mining methods
to solve humanities tasks.
Secondly, the traditional lack of programming skills and algorithmic thinking of
1

http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/
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humanities researchers will always force them to establish collaborations with
computer scientists or software engineers. However, even if these interactions
have led to a number of successful joint research projects [59], it is also known
that these interdisciplinary collaborations could be difficult to conduct (and expensive for the humanities research [60]), as different backgrounds, approaches
and expectations have to continuously focus on a common goal.
During the last decade this knowledge gap on computational methods has guided
digital humanists on preferring exploratory studies (employing easy-to-use toolboxes) over quantitative hypothesis-testing research projects. This has in turn
limited the potential of text mining in digital humanities studies so far, especially in attempting knowledge discovery [61].
In this complex scenario, we believe that a solution may exists. As we described in this paper, digital humanities scholarships that focus on the use of
advanced computational methods need a solid research focus and expertise both
in advanced computational techniques and in data-analysis practices. For this
reason we think that, especially for improving the usefulness of distant reading
approaches in humanities scholarships, this knowledge has to be consistently
integrated in educational programs focusing on digital humanities. In our opinion, this field not only needs a generation of programmers, as Turkel once suggested [62], it needs a generation of humanities scholars that are also machine
learning experienced users.
5.2

Complementarity is the key

As we have already mentioned, the debate on the effectiveness and usefulness of
computational methods in the humanities seems sometimes to raise the question
of whether the use of computers might substitute, even partially, the contributions of humans. This seems to happen at a time when scholars of different
disciplines are discussing the implications of artificial intelligence in various domains, and their impact on society. Observing some recent milestones of artificial
intelligence, the question of whether machines could substitute humans in performing many different tasks has been raised, and various arguments supporting
a positive answer have been proposed.
For what we have observed as practitioners of digital humanities, we believe that understanding and pursuing complementarity between the humanist
and the “machine” is the key to achieve great results in the field, in the same
way it might be a way to also keep society prosperous with the advance of automation [63]. As it is clear by the framework we propose, the domain specific
knowledge of the humanist is still fundamental, for example in tailoring the computational analysis and interpreting the results, and the adoption of advanced
algorithms simply augments the possibilities of the humanist, which can use
machines to perform a meaning-aware heavy-lifting on large corpora that can
expose certain patterns. In fact, the tech-industry is following this path too,
with companies like Palantir Technologies developing advanced data analysis
products explicitly made to work with humans and to help them making critical
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decisions (e.g.. in counter-terrorism situations) [64]. Therefore, we think that the
new humanist should be aware of the importance of his role, capable of understanding how it can complement the machine to achieve the best results, and
should be open to participate in the development of tools and technologies that
could augment his/her capabilities.

6

Conclusions

Having observed the emerging factions in digital humanities, we proposed a
three-steps framework to conduct research using text mining techniques, and
showed how the framework helps, reasoning at a deeper philosophical level, to
blur the contrasts present in the field. We think that the use of advanced computational methods is an important area of research that must be pursued, and
argued that deep learning could be beneficial. Moreover, we stressed the importance of understanding that qualitative knowledge rooted in the domain of
humanities is essential and can not be ignored by works focused on computational methods. In this sense, we believe that, especially in the field of digital
humanities, exploiting complementarity between advanced computational methods and humans will be the most advantageous research direction.
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